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Eco Club of St. Cecilia’s Public School, Vikaspuri, Organised plethora of activities for students of the Senior 

Wing (Classes IX to XIIth) on 09.04.2024, to mark ‘Earth Day Celebrations’. Eco Club in true sync with its 

motto of being the warrior for Mother Earth, celebrated Earth Day with the sincere pledge and commitment 

of taking all steps possible in conserving Mother Earth. 

The students presented a beautiful array of resolutions and commitment towards the Mother Earth in the 

form of their artistic expressions. Students of class IXth made beautiful paintings depicting their utmost 

dedication to the cause of conserving Mother Earth. Class Xth initiated the save Earth Campaign by making 

informative yet attractive posters , motivating everyone to join hands in this cause of utmost significance. 

Students of Class XII, displayed brilliance in their creative potential in the form of ‘Collage’ which included 

use of diverse eco-friendly materials to beautifully put the strong message of saving the Mother Earth across. 

All the students of the Senior Wing pledged to take this resolution further in the wider arena of their family, 

society, state and nation at large.  

Diverse plethora of above mentioned activities were conducted and the following students were awarded for 

their creative excellence: 

COMPETITION PRIZE NAME OF WINNER CLASS 

PAINTING I YOGESH ARORA IX - A 

II EKAMDEEP KAUR IX - D 

III ARSHJOT KAUR IX A 

CONSOLATION AANYA GOGIA IX B 

POSTER MAKING I SANVI GIRSA X D 

II KASHVI PRASAD GUPTA X C 

III BHVYA SURI X A 

CONSOLATION HARMAN KAUR  X B 



COLLAGE MAKING I YASHVI SHARMA XII D2 

II DAKSHITA AHUJA XII D2 

III AKANKSHA SACHDEVA XII A 

CONSOLATION PARTH MAGGO XII C 

 

Madam Principal, Madam Co-ordinator and all the Staff came in full support of the students in their Mission 

to Save the Earth and being active warriors for Mother Earth in this journey. Eco Club pledges to take this 

awareness campaign far and wide, through our little but instrumental hands of our young children, who have 

the power to mould the destiny of the Mother Earth towards more greener, more healthier, more progressive 

and developmentally expansive domains.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


